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When work brings you to your knees—literally—Brass Knuckle® has you covered. Each of our 
three solutions provides excellent protection but with varying degrees of  flexibility and comfort, 
allowing you to choose based on the application and desired value. 
 The BKKN100 is an ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) light-duty cushioned knee pad. A single 
strap with hook-and-loop closure keeps pad in place for lightweight comfort and protection.  
 The BKKN200 is more heavy-duty, more long-wearing protection. The hard polyure-
thane cap conforms to the shape of the patella, keeping it stable. An abrasion-resistant cap 
allows for safer pivoting, and foam padding throughout maximizes wearer comfort. 
 The BKKN300 is the all-day solution. This pad literally creates a secondary working 
surface made of soft gel-injected cushioning. The broad cap redirects pressure away from the 
patella, and weight is dispersed evenly as stability is retained. Slide and glide all day in comfort.

According to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics (BLS), musculoskeletal 

disorders (MSDs)—injuries or 
disorders of muscles, nerves, 

tendons, joints, cartilage, or 
spinal discs—are the most 

frequently recorded injuries in 
construction, masonry, and many 
occupations. Tasks that routinely 

require kneeling on the job can 
put an employee at significant 

risk for MSDs. Personal protec-
tive equipment (PPE) such as 

knee pads help reduce the risk of 
injury by either reducing impact 

injury, minimizing joint fatigue, 
or both.

Brass Knuckle®  
BKKN100,BKKN200

BKKN300

TAKE A KNEE.
STABILITY. PROTECTION. FLEXIBILITY.

Ideal Markets
Agriculture | Assembly | Construction | Electrical | Flooring | HVAC | Landscaping | Manufacturing |  
Mining | Receiving | Welding
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SmartShell™

Knee Pads

Brass Knuckle® SmartShell™ BKKN300, BKKN200, and BKKN100
Ideal for working while kneeling on the ground or on hard surfaces and for impact protection in every 
industry. Our complete line ensures excellent all-day protection for cement work, flooring installation, 
and roof work. Also a more value-based option for occasional impact or more short-term applications. 

Part # Description Pack Sz Color
BKKN100 Cushioned Foam Knee Pad Each  Black
BKKN200  Cushioned Foam, Rounded Cap Knee Pad Each  Black
BKKN300 Cushioned Foam, Short Cap Injected Gel Knee Pad Each Black/Gray
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BKKN300

Hard Shell, EVA and Gel Knee Pads 

BKKN100
Light-duty protection. Cushioned  
and adjustable knee pad.

BKKN200
Heavy-duty protection with hard 
contoured cap. 

1. Gel-injected foam padding to absorb impact.

2. Rugged and flat plastic cap creates a steady footer 
for long-term kneeling projects. 

3. Corner “glides” facilitate sliding and scooting.

4. Broad strap eliminates pressure point; prevents 
bunching and slipping.

5. Adjustable hook-and-loop closure keeps knee pads 
where they belong.


